
SUCCESS STORY: AFP HABITAT

Habitat fosters innovation and delivers 
customer experience excellence through 
effective resource optimization
Customers lives improved through the delivery of superior social security benefits

For over 30 years AFP Habitat has been focused 
on the importance of planning and saving for 
retirement. And they do so with a goal in mind: 
improving their customers’ quality of life through 
superior social security benefits. The company 
received the Platinum Performance Award for 
performance from Fund Pro and Estrategia.

As a leading pension fund administrator, AFP 
Habitat fosters innovation and excellence 
through effective resource optimization. And one 
of the choices they made was Genesys Cloud.

The Challenge: Stability  
and Integration
What customers expect today is personalized 
24/7 customer service. When they have negative 
experiences with a company they hardly interact 
with or when they feel that their requests are not 
promptly resolved, they switch to the competition. 
A happy customer is a loyal customer, but an 
unhappy one is not.

The main problems AFP Habitat had with their 
Interactive Intelligence platform in 2011 were 
stability and complexity. Users had to cope with 
multiple siloed systems, resulting in poor contact 
resolution and customer service.

Another key industry challenge is to deliver 
superior self-service to improve customer 
experience and accelerate contact resolution.

The Solution: Genesys Cloud
Initially, AFP Habitat hired CrossNet, a leading 
Genesys partner in Chile, for outbound services. 
This implementation was so successful that 
they decided to face an even bigger contact 
center challenge. And here is where Genesys 
Cloud fits in.

There’s more to Genesys Cloud than new 
features and functionalities. This solution 
includes on demand (Pay Per Use) access to 
all Genesys functionalities, plus Professional 
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Increasing 
self-service 
35% to 60% more interactions without  
the need to transfer to an agent

Services and Business Consulting to meet every 
customer need and process and to evolve them 
on an ongoing basis. Genesys Cloud offers 
a virtualized infrastructure with end-to-end 
security, exceptional scalability and flexibility, 
and accelerates time to market with the help of 
CrossNet to ensure that their customers have 
memorable experiences.

Apart from Outbound, AFP Habitat could also 
integrate inbound, email, chat, recording, and, 
most importantly, self-service IVR—self-service 
applications, customer ID and call routing. These 
capabilities help reduce costs and improve first 
contact resolution.

Habitat did not rely on their own legacy platform. 
With Genesys, they managed to seamlessly  
view all transactions. They moved from a 
process-based workgroup to a cross-functional 
team of executives with full visibility of all 
processes, dynamically integrating support 
functions as well.

Results
The Genesys Cloud services delivered by 
CrossNet enabled AFP Habitat to increase  
self-service—35% to 60% more interactions 
without the need to transfer to an agent.

Assisted service with system integration across 
the enterprise scored highest, with 95% of 
interactions resolved in the first contact—an 
outstanding percentage in any one industry.

All this has resulted in superior customer service 
improvement and has positioned AFP Habitat as 
a leader in the pension fund administrator sector 
(ICSA, AFP’s service quality index).

“The Crossnet team is fully committed and always ready to help.  
Their main asset is their people, who are knowledgeable about  
best practices application and platform capabilities.”
Valenzuela Meneses, Remote Channel Assistant Manager


